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Abstract
Data mining is the extraction of hidden predictive information from large databases. This is a technology with
potential to study and analyze useful information present in data. Data objects which do not usually fit into the
general behavior of the data are termed as outliers. Outlier Detection in databases has numerous applications
such as fraud detection, customized marketing, and the search for terrorism. By definition, outliers are rare
occurrences and hence represent a small portion of the data. However, the use of Outlier Detection for various
purposes is not an easy task. This research proposes a modified PAM for detecting outliers. The proposed
technique has been implemented in JAVA. The results produced by the proposed technique are found better
than existing technique in terms of outliers detected and time complexity.
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1 Introduction
Data mining is the process of extracting previously unknown useful information from data (Padhy et al., 2012).
Data mining is a powerful concept for data analysis and discovering patterns from a huge amount of data
(Smita and Sharma, 2014). Because of data mining, important knowledge is derived from the collection of data.
Data mining is mostly used for the purpose of assisting in the analysis of observations (Vijayarani and Nithya,
2011). Data mining techniques make use of collected data to build predictive models (Jain and Srivastava,
2013).
Clustering is a typical methodology for grouping similar data together (Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang, 2016;
Zhang and Li, 2016). A cluster is a set of data objects which are similar to each other data object present in the
same cluster and are dissimilar to data objects in other clusters (Rajagopal, 2011). Clustering is one of the most
fundamental operation of data mining. A good clustering algorithm can identify clusters regardless of the
shapes (Kaur and Mann, 2013). Various different types of clustering algorithms exist like K-Means (Yadav
and Sharma, 2013), DBSCAN (Vaghela and Maitry, 2014), EM (Nigam et al., 2011), etc. Each with its own
novel set of processes that lead to the clustering of the data.
Outlier detection is a branch of data mining which has many applications. The process of detecting outliers
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is very important in data mining (Mansur et al., 2005). Outliers are basically points that do not conform to the
general characteristic of the data. Outlier Detection aims to find patterns in data that do not conform to the
expected behavior (Singh and Upadhyaya, 2012). There are numerous techniques that can perform the task of
detecting outliers and usually selecting which one to use proves to be the biggest challenge (Vijayarani and
Nithya, 2011).
2 Literature Survey
Zhang et al. (2012) proposed an improved PAM clustering algorithm which involved the calculation of the
initial medoids based on a distance measure. Points that were closer to each other were put in separate sets and
the points closest to the arithmetic means of the sets were chosen as initial medoids. (Bo et al., 2012) made use
of a minimal spanning tree for the pretreatment of the data. A minimal spanning tree of the data was
constructed and then split to obtain k subtrees which resulted in the formation of k clusters. Paterlini et al.
(2011) proposed a novel technique for initial medoid selection by using pivots. The approach is based on the
intuition that a medoid is more likely to occur on a line joining two most distant objects.
Vijayarani and Nithya (2011) proposed a new partition based clustering algorithm for the purpose of
outlier detection. The work was centered around the concept of selecting most distant elements as the initial
medoids. Loureiro et al. (2004) described a method that uses the application of hierarchical clustering in the
process of detecting outliers. Aggarwal and Kaur (2013) presented an analysis on the various partition based
clustering algorithms utilized for outlier detection.
Al-Zoubi (2009) proposed a different technique for outlier detection in which clusters that have less than a
specified number of data points are considered entirely as outlier clusters. The remaining outliers were
identified by using a threshold value from the cluster center to each of the cluster members. Those data points
that were beyond this threshold were detected as outliers. Karmaker and Rahman (2009) proposed a technique
of outlier detection that can be applied to spatial databases. Duraj and Zakrzewska (2014) presented an outlier
detection technique based on the simultaneous indication of outlier values by three well known algorithms:
DBSCAN, CLARANS and COF.
3 System Architecture
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the architecture of the proposed work is a 3-Tier architecture with a Graphical User
Interface (GUI), a Central Processing Unit and a Database.
3.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The user is provided with a GUI to provide the necessary inputs to the system. This GUI also acts as the
medium where the necessary results are displayed. The user is required to enter three values for the selection
of dataset and one value for deciding the clustering criterion.
3.2 Database
The database used in this system is a dynamic database. The database is designed at runtime based on the
values entered by the user. The database is displayed on the GUI as soon as the user enters the necessary
values.
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Fig. 1 System architecture of proposed work.

3.3 Dataset selection
This module takes three values as inputs and designs a dataset based on the three values. This module provides
the design of the dataset that is used for the execution of the proposed technique and is responsible for storing
it in the database.
3.4 Calculate initial medoids
This module takes the number of clusters (k) as input. It is responsible for the identification of k initial points.
These identified points are taken as the initial medoids for the clustering process.
3.5 Clustering of data points
This module is responsible for assigning each data point to a cluster. This module takes the set of initial
medoids as input and assigns each data point to the cluster represented by the closest medoid.
3.6 Calculate new medoids
This module takes the obtained clustering as input. It then starts from the initial medoids and selects that
element in each cluster that minimizes the cost of the cluster configuration. Thus new medoids are obtained for
each cluster such that the cost of the cluster configuration is minimized.
3.7 Calculate threshold values
This module takes the updated medoids as input. It then calculates the ADMP (Absolute Distance between
Mean and Point) values for each cluster. It calculates the distance of the data points to their respective medoids.
A threshold is calculated as 1.5 x (average ADMP in each cluster) for each cluster.
3.8 Outlier detection
This module takes the threshold values as input. This module identifies those data points which lie beyond the
threshold distance from the medoid of its cluster and marks them as outliers.
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4 Methodology of Proposed System
The traditional PAM algorithm involves the random selection of initial medoids. These initial medoids are
then considered for achieving the clustering of the data. After the clustering has been done, new medoids are
identified based on minimizing the cluster configuration cost for each cluster. Thus, a new set of medoids is
obtained. These new medoids are then used to compute the distance between each non-medoid element and the
medoid of its cluster. The average distances obtained for each cluster are then multiplied by a multiplication
factor of 1.5 to obtain a threshold value for each cluster. All those data points that lie at a distance greater than
the threshold from their respective medoids are termed as outliers. Elements inside the threshold are termed as
inliers. Thus, it can be seen that the final clustering achieved is heavily dependent on the choice of initial
medoids. As a result, the outlier detection phase is also dependent on the choice of initial medoids.
The proposed algorithm aims to choose a proper measure for obtaining the initial medoids. This way the
algorithm doesn’t suffer from the inherent blindness and randomness in initial medoid identification as is the
case with the traditional PAM. The algorithm preserves the other processes of the PAM algorithm. The
algorithm sorts the obtained data points in their ascending order of distance from the origin. It then calculates a
factor which is equal to the ratio of the number of data points to the number of clusters required. The algorithm
then selects the first factor number of elements from the dataset, removes them from the dataset and calculates
the mean value of the extracted data points. An extracted data point is identified whose distance from the
obtained mean is the smallest among all the extracted data points. This selected point is chosen to be a medoid.
This process is repeated until the desired numbers of initial medoids have been obtained. After that, the
algorithm proceeds to the clustering of the data, which is followed by the identification of new medoids. Then
the thresholds are calculated and elements are identified as inliers or outliers for each cluster.
The distance metric used in the system is the Euclidean Distance. The Euclidean Distance between two
points X (x1, x2……xn) and Y (y1,y2….yn) is:
dE(X,Y) =

=

∑

5 Process Flow of Proposed Work
The process flow of the proposed system has been depicted in Fig. 2. The system consists of various different
modules that interact with each other to complete the working of the system. The system begins by prompting
the user to enter certain inputs. After these inputs have been provided by the user, the system initiates the
necessary modules and then provides the user with the final results.
Step 1: The input module is the first module that is initiated when the system is executed. The module requires
the user to enter four inputs. The first input requires the user to enter the number of data points (dp) on which
the system needs to be executed. The second input requires the user to enter the number of clusters for the
clustering process (k). The third and fourth inputs require the user to enter the largest allowed value for the x
(xmax) and y (ymax) co-ordinates of the data points that are generated.
Step 2: The dataset selection module takes the values of dp, xmax and ymax as input. This module then designs a
dataset containing dp data points such that all data points lie in the region bounded by (1,1) and (xmax,ymax).
Step 3: The database takes the dataset design from the dataset selection module and loads a dataset into the
memory. After the database has been created the system then starts the execution of the proposed algorithm.
Step 4: The medoid selection module takes the number of clusters (k) as input. It calculates k number of initial
medoids that will be used later in the system. It calculates a factor as (dp/k). The module sorts the data
according to the ascending distance of the data points from the origin. It then extracts the first factor number of
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elements from the dataset, removes them from the dataset and calculates the mean point of the extracted points.
The extracted point that is closest to the mean is chosen as a medoid. This process is repeated until k such
medoids have been obtained.

Fig. 2 Process flow diagram of proposed work.

Step 5: The clustering module takes the set of initial medoids as input. It then checks the distance between
each data point and the previously obtained medoids. Based on the calculated distances the data point is
assigned to the closest medoid, thus every data point is assigned to be in the cluster represented by the closest
medoid.
Step 6: The medoid updation module takes the clustering obtained from the clustering module as input. It then
selects a cluster and the medoid representing that cluster. The module calculates the distance between the
medoid and each non-medoid point. The module then swaps the medoid point with a non-medoid point and
recomputes the distances. If the latter distances are less than the former then the swap is kept, otherwise the
swap is cancelled. The procedure is repeated for each cluster until there is no more shifting in the medoid point.
Step 7: The outlier detection module takes the updated medoids as input. The module then computes the
distances between the medoids and the non medoid elements in each cluster. The distances are calculated using
Euclidean distance formula. Once the distances have been evaluated, an average of the distance values is
obtained for each cluster. A threshold is calculated by using a multiplication factor of 1.5 with the average
value obtained. This is the threshold value for the detection of outliers. The distance of each data point is now
checked with its corresponding medoid. If the distance is found to be larger than the threshold then the point is
designated as an outlier. If the distance is found to be less than or equal to the threshold then the point is
designated as an inlier.
Step 8: The final number of outliers detected by the proposed algorithm is displayed on the screen. The
execution time of the algorithm is also displayed.
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6 Pseudocode of Proposed Work
The pseudocode of the proposed work is as follows:
Step 1: Input number of clusters (k) and select data (dp).
Step 2: Sort data points according to the distance from origin and calculate factor as (dp/k).
Step 3: Choose the first (dp/k) elements of the dataset, remove them and calculate the mean of these elements.
Step 4: Select that data point from these elements which is the closest to the obtained mean and select it as a
medoid.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 to 4 until k such elements have been identified.
Step 6: Select these k elements as medoids.
Step 7: Calculate the distances between each data point and the medoids. Associate each data point with the
medoid for which it has the minimum distance. The data point becomes a member of the cluster that is
represented by that medoid.
Step 8: Compute new medoids for each cluster. Consider a non-medoid data point dn and calculate cost of
swapping the current medoid dm of the cluster to selected non-medoid data point dn.
Step 9: If cost<0, set dm= dn.
Step 10: Repeat Steps 8 and 9 until no change.
7 Implementation and Working of System
The internal working of the system is discussed in this section. In Section 7.1, the implementation details of
the system have been discussed. In Section 7.2, the working of the system is discussed in detail.
7.1 Implementation
The system has been implemented with the help of JAVA. Both algorithms i.e. the already existing PAM
algorithm and the proposed algorithm have been implemented in JAVA. The tool used for JAVA is the
NetBeans IDE (Integrated Development Environment). The GUI for the software is also JAVA based which
has been implemented with the help of JAVA Swing tools and JFreeChart.
7.2 Working
This section explains the functioning of the designed system with the help of actual snapshots of the running
system.
7.2.1 Homepage
As shown in Fig. 3, the homepage of the designed system consists of four text fields that need to be filled by
the user. The first field requires the input of the number of data points to which the designed system needs to
be applied. The second field takes the number of clusters that need to be taken during the clustering phase. The
third field sets a range on the x-coordinate values of the generated points, such that all points lie in the region
between 0 and the entered value. The fourth field sets a range on the y-coordinate values of the generated
points, such that all points lie in the region between 0 and the entered value. The user can press OK after
entering all the details to initiate the system. The user also has the option to press the CANCEL button and
terminate the system. In this case the user has entered values such that 1000 data points have to be generated in
the region (1,1) to (100,100). The number of clusters for clustering is chosen as 4.
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Fig. 3 Homepage.

7.2.2 Loaad dataset
As show
wn in Fig. 4, 1000 data poinnts have beenn generated su
uch that everry point occurrs in the regio
on from (1,1))
to (100,1100). Each data
d
point is denoted by a red square on the graphh. It can be seen that thee data pointss
obtained by the system
m are compleetely in compliance with th
he values thatt were providded by the useer initially.

Fiig. 4 Dataset sellection.

7.2.3 Sellection of firsst medoid
As show
wn in Fig. 5, thhe first initial medoid has been identiffied. The system takes the dataset and sorts
s
the dataa
points acccording to thhe distance frrom the originn. It then calcculates a factoor (dp/k) whiich is (1000/4
4) 250 in thiss
case. It then
t
calculatees the mean of
o the first 2550 elements of
o the datasett. It then idenntifies that ellement out off
these 2500 elements which
w
has the smallest disttance from th
he mean. Thiis point is takken as the meedoid. In thiss
case the point
p
(25, 244) has been iddentified as thhe first medoiid element. The
T selected ppoint has been
n representedd
by a red square while the normal data
d points aree represented
d by blue circlles.
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Fig. 5 Selection of firrst medoid.

7.2.4 Sellection of second medoid
As show
wn in Fig. 6, the second iniitial medoid has been iden
ntified. The system
s
calcullates the meaan of the nextt
250 elem
ments of the dataset.
d
It theen identifies that element out of thesee 250 elemennts which has the smallestt
distance from the meaan. This poinnt is taken as the medoid. In
I this case thhe point (45,49) has been identified ass
the seconnd medoid eleement. The allready selecteed points hav
ve been repressented by redd squares whille the normall
data poinnts are represeented by bluee circles.

Fig. 6 Selection
S
of second medoid.
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7.2.5 Selection of third medoid
As shown in Fig. 7, the third initial medoid has been identified. The system calculates the mean of the next 250
elements of the dataset. It then identifies that element out of these 250 elements which has the smallest
distance from the mean. This point is taken as the medoid. In this case the point (61,61) has been identified as
the third medoid element. The already selected points have been represented by red squares while the normal
data points are represented by blue circles.

Fig. 7 Selection of third medoid.

7.2.6 Selection of fourth medoid
As shown in Fig. 8, the fourth initial medoid has been identified. The system calculates the mean of the next
250 elements of the dataset. It then identifies that element out of these 250 elements which has the smallest
distance from the mean. This point is taken as the medoid. In this case the point (73,78) has been identified as
the fourth medoid element. The already selected points have been represented by red squares while the normal
data points are represented by blue circles.

Fig. 8 Selection of fourth medoid.
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7.2.7 Cluustering of daata
As show
wn in Fig. 9, four
f
clusters are obtained from the dattaset based on the initial m
medoids already selected..
The system takes eacch data point and computees the distancce between thhe data pointt and the alreeady selectedd
medoids.. It then assoociates each data
d point witth the medoid with whichh it has the sm
mallest distan
nce and addss
the data point
p
to the cluster
c
represeented by thatt medoid. In this,
t
the elem
ments of the fiirst cluster aree representedd
with yelllow diamondds. The elemeents of the second cluster are representted with greeen triangles. The
T elementss
of the thiird and fourthh cluster are represented
r
byy blue circless and red squaares respectivvely.

Figg. 9 Clustering of data.

7.2.8 Updation of meddoids
As show
wn in Fig. 10, four new meedoids have been
b
identifieed based on the
t clusteringg obtained in the previouss
stage. Thhe system mooves from thee initial medooids to other data
d points inn the same cluuster such that the cost off
the cluster configurattion is minim
mized. This way
w a new ellement or meedoid is chosen to represeent each dataa
cluster suuch that the cost of the cluster
c
configguration is minimum.
m
Thhe point (23,119) is chosen
n as the new
w
medoid for
f cluster 1. The point (33,61) is chossen as the new
w medoid forr cluster 2. Thhe point (72,4
48) is chosenn
as the neew medoid foor cluster 3. The
T point (788,83) is choseen as the new
w medoid for ccluster 4. Eleements of thee
first clusster are reprresented withh pink rectaangles. Elemeents of the second, thirdd and fourth
h cluster aree
representted by yelloow diamondss, green triaangles and blue
b
circles respectively.. The new medoids aree
representted with red squares.
s
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Fig. 10 Updation off medoids.

7.2.9 Outlier detectionn
As show
wn in Fig. 11, outlier data points
p
have been
b
identifieed for each clluster. The syystem takes th
he new set off
medoids and calculattes the averaage distance between thee medoid andd the data ellements in th
he cluster. A
thresholdd is calculatedd by using a multiplying
m
f
factor
of 1.5 with
w the averrage distance obtained for each cluster..
All elem
ments which liie at a distancce greater thaan the thresho
old from theirr medoids aree identified ass outliers. Alll
elementss which lie att a distance less than or equal
e
to the threshold are termed as innliers for thatt cluster. Thee
inlier andd outlier elem
ments of clusster 1 are reprresented with
h blue circless and green trriangles respeectively. Thee
inlier andd outlier elem
ments of clustter 2 are represented with yellow diam
monds and pinnk rectangles respectively..
The inlieer and outlierr elements of cluster 3 arre representeed with marooon rectangles and grey semi
s
invertedd
triangles respectively. The inlier and
a outlier eleements of clu
uster 4 are represented wiith light orang
ge rectangless
and lightt blue invertedd triangles reespectively.

Figg. 11 Outlier deetection.
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7.2.10 Reesults
A shownn in Fig. 12, the
t system prrovides the reesults that aree obtained duuring the execution of the system. Thee
system provides
p
a breeakdown aboout the number of inlier and
a outlier eleements preseent in each clluster. In thiss
case it caan be seen that the system
m got 197 inlieer and 41 outtlier elementss for the first cluster. In th
he case of thee
second cluster, 240 innlier and 58 outlier
o
elemennts were deteected. For the third clusterr, 189 inlier and
a 54 outlierr
elementss have been detected.
d
Simiilarly for the fourth clusteer, 187 inlier points and 344 outlier poin
nts have beenn
detected.. At the end, the total num
mber of outliers detected an
nd the executtion time is pprovided by th
he system. Inn
this case,, the system detects
d
a totall of 187 outliers with an ex
xecution timee of 1030 ms..

Fig. 12 Results.

8 Analyssis and Results
The perfformance of the
t clusteringg algorithms is presented in this sectioon. In Sectionn 8.1, the perrformance off
the propoosed work is computed in terms of the number of ou
utliers detecteed by the techhnique. In Section 8.2, thee
proposedd work is coompared agaiinst the alreaady existing PAM algoritthm in termss of outliers detected. Inn
Section 8.3,
8 the perfoormance of thhe proposed work is com
mputed in term
ms of the tim
me taken for execution.
e
Inn
Section 8.4,
8 the propoosed work is compared aggainst the alrready existingg PAM algorrithm in term
ms of the timee
taken forr execution. Ten
T different datasets com
mprising of different numbber of data pooints have beeen chosen forr
the analyysis of the prooposed work. The numberr of clusters iss taken as 4. The
T PAM alggorithm is run
n 5 times andd
the averaage values of these runs arre taken for coomparison.
8.1 Outliier accuracyy for proposeed technique
In this section,
s
the actual
a
numbeer of outlierrs detected by
b the proposed algorithm
m is calculatted. Datasetss
comprising of differennt number off data points are
a considered
d and the resuults obtained are presented
d in Table 1.
The number
n
of ouutliers detecteed by the propposed algorith
hm when appplied to differrent data sets is mentionedd
in Table 1. It can bee seen that thhe proposed technique
t
dettects 22 outliers when appplied to 100
0 data points..
Similarlyy, the proposeed technique detected 166 outliers when it was applied to 1000 ddata points.
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Table 1 Number of outliers detected by proposed algorithm.

Number Of Data Points
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Outliers Detected
22
34
56
65
78
95
126
143
161
166

NUMBER OF OUTLIERS DETECTED
180
160
140
120
100
80

Proposed Algorithm

60
40
20
0
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Graph 1 Number of outliers detected by proposed algorithm.

Graph 1 shows a graphical representation of the outliers detected by the proposed algorithm when applied
to different number of data points. As can be seen from the graph the proposed algorithm detected 22 outliers
when applied on the dataset containing 100 data points while 166 outliers were detected when it was applied
on the dataset consisting of 1000 data points.
8.2 Comparison of outliers detected between PAM and proposed algorithm
In this section, the actual number of outliers detected by the proposed algorithm and the already existing PAM
algorithm is compared. Datasets comprising of different number of data points are considered and the results
obtained are presented in Table 2.
The number of outliers detected by PAM and the proposed algorithm when applied to different data sets is
mentioned in Table 2. It can be seen that the proposed technique detects 22 outliers when applied to 100 data
points while the PAM technique detects 17 outliers. Similarly, the proposed technique detected 166 outliers
when it was applied to 1000 data points whereas PAM detected 136 outliers. It can be seen that the proposed
technique detects more number of outliers than PAM in every case and thus the proposed technique is better
than PAM.
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Table 2 Outliers detected comparison between PAM and proposed technique.

Number Of Data Points

Outliers Detected by PAM

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

17
31
48
60
69
75
109
112
122
136

Outliers Detected by Proposed
Technique
22
34
56
65
78
95
126
143
161
166

NUMBER OF OUTLIERS DETECTED
180
160
140
120
100
PAM

80

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

60
40
20
0
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900 1000

Graph 2 Outliers detected comparison between PAM and proposed technique.

Graph 2 shows a graphical representation of the outliers detected by PAM and the proposed algorithm
when applied to different number of data points. As can be seen from the graph the proposed algorithm
detected 22 outliers when applied on the dataset containing 100 data points while 17 outliers were detected by
PAM. Similarly, the proposed algorithm detected 166 outliers when applied on the dataset consisting of 1000
data points while PAM detected 136 outliers. By observing the results it can be said that the proposed
algorithm is better than the already existing PAM.
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180
160
140
120
100

PAM

80

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

60
40
20
0
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Graph 3 Outliers detected comparison between PAM and proposed technique

Graph 3 shows a graphical representation about how the number of outliers detected by each technique
increases when the number of data points is increased. It can be seen in Graph 3 that the proposed algorithm
detects more number of outliers than PAM in all the cases and hence is the better technique.
8.3 Time complexity of proposed technique
In this section, the actual execution time of the proposed algorithm is calculated. Datasets comprising of
different number of data points are considered and the results obtained are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 Execution time of proposed algorithm.

Number Of Data Points
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Execution Time(in ms)
410
452
546
561
609
680
693
723
711
765

The execution time of the proposed algorithm when applied to different data sets is mentioned in Table 3.
It can be seen that the proposed technique took 410 ms to execute when applied to 100 data points. Similarly,
the proposed technique took 765 ms to execute when it was applied to 1000 data points.
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EXECUTION TIME (in ms)
900
800
700
600
500
400

Proposed Algorithm

300
200
100
0
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Graph 4 Execution time of proposed algorithm.

Graph 4 shows a graphical representation of the execution time of the proposed algorithm when applied to
different number of data points. As can be seen from the graph the proposed algorithm took 410 ms to execute
when applied on the dataset containing 100 data points while 765 ms were required by the algorithm to
execute on the dataset consisting of 1000 data points.
8.4 Comparison of time complexity between PAM and proposed algorithm
In this section, the actual execution time of the proposed algorithm and the already existing PAM algorithm is
compared. Datasets comprising of different number of data points are considered and the results obtained are
presented in Table 4.
Table 4 Time complexity comparison between PAM and proposed technique.

Number Of Data Points

Execution Time(in ms) of PAM

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

468
542
608
624
675
700
721
752
760
828

IAEES
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693
723
711
765
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The execution time of PAM and the proposed algorithm when applied to different data sets is mentioned in
Table 4. It can be seen that the proposed technique takes 410 ms to execute when applied to 100 data points
while the PAM technique took 468 ms to execute. Similarly, the proposed technique took 765 ms to execute
when it was applied to 1000 data points whereas PAM took 828 ms to execute. It can be seen that the proposed
technique is faster than PAM in every case and thus the proposed technique is better than PAM.
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Graph 5 Time complexity comparison between PAM and proposed technique.

Graph 5 shows a graphical representation of the execution time of PAM and the proposed algorithm when
applied to different number of data points. As can be seen from the graph the proposed algorithm took 410 ms
to execute on the dataset containing 100 data points while 468 ms were required by PAM to execute. Similarly,
the proposed algorithm took 765 ms to execute when applied on the dataset consisting of 1000 data points
while PAM took 828 ms to execute. By observing the results it can be said that the proposed algorithm is
better than the already existing PAM.
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Graph 6 Time complexity comparison between PAM and proposed technique

Graph 6 shows a graphical representation about how the execution time of each technique increases when
the number of data points is increased. It can be seen in Graph 6 that the proposed algorithm is faster than
PAM in all the cases and hence is the better technique.
9 Conclusion
Data mining is the process of extracting data from the data set. In data mining, clustering is the process of
grouping data that have high similarity in comparison to one another. There are different algorithms that exist
for detecting outliers. In this paper, a new clustering technique has been proposed for outlier detection. The
goal of the algorithm presented in the paper is to improve the process of outlier detection. The experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm improves the time taken and the outliers detected over the already
existing technique. Hence it can be said that the proposed technique is better than the existing technique.
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